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Fe a t u r e s

Seen by many as the music of grandparents and ele-
vators, classical is getting a facelift thanks to its
fiercest star Chloe Flower, a pianist making the

genre pop. The 33-year-old artist won the internet earlier
this year after a showstopping performance at the
Grammys alongside rap queen Cardi B, who twerked on
Liberace’s crystal piano as Flower, wearing couture, the-
atrically struck thunderous chords. “I was so scared. I
got a fortune cookie the night before, and it was like, ‘if
you don’t take big risk, you won’t get any reward,” the
musician told AFP from her Manhattan apartment that
boasts sweeping views, a lush sheepskin rug and another
of the iconic Liberace’s pianos his foundation lent her,
this one encrusted in mirrored glass.

Flower betrayed none of those nerves at music’s
biggest night, wowing with a sparkling solo before serv-
ing up drama by staring straight at the camera-and 22
million people-before breaking into the bassline of Cardi
B’s “Money.” The Juilliard-trained artist, who has been
playing since age two, became an overnight sensation,
gaining tens of thousands of social media followers with-
in hours and landing a deal with Sony Music. It wasn’t
her first collaboration with the pop or hip hop worlds: in
2010 Flower signed with legendary R&B producer
Babyface, composing instrumental sequences and gain-
ing producing experience.

Babyface “taught me so much about the back end of
music,” Flower said, describing learning to use computer
software to compose string arrangements and drum beats
that could layer under her keys.  She has since worked
with Celine Dion, Nas and 2 Chainz. “It’s kind of a road
that isn’t normal,” she said. “It’s not like there’s so many
classical pianist playing like a glass piano with hip hop
beats, right? Or producing hip hop tracks to Bach.”

But the marriage of classical and rap was natural,
Flower said: “I love drums. I love beats. And I love dance.”
“I always felt like there was no reason I couldn’t combine

the two, and as I did, I noticed that a lot of people who
don’t necessarily listen to classical music would text me:
‘Oh my god, I was listening to the classical station because
of you!”

‘Despacito’ with a twist 
Flower describes classical music’s reputation as dusty-

a friend of hers likened New York’s famed Carnegie Hall as
“God’s waiting room,” due to its elderly clientele-as a
“packaging” problem. “What we have to do as instrumen-
talists and artists-that’s not exclusive to the piano, it
includes the violin, the flute, and the cello-is for all of us to
really think about our music in a different way; in a mod-
ern way,” she said. 

She uses Instagram-where Cardi B discovered her-to
promote her work and the genre more broadly, posting
clips of herself busting out classical remixes of megahits
like Ariana Grande’s “Thank U, Next” and Luis Fonsi’s
“Despacito,” as well as more traditional pieces like
Frederic Chopin’s Nocturnes.

As she plays, Flower whips her waist-length hair over
her bold, designer outfits complete with vertiginous heels-
looks she say are a strategy to brighten classical music’s
appeal. “Fashion has a huge, huge, huge role in my per-
formance,” she said, motioning to her bright blue
Balenciaga wrap skirt set and shimmery Gucci chandelier
earrings. “My music is purely instrumental,” she said. “So
there are no lyrics-I have to find different ways to express
myself.” “My style represents my personality but also who
I am as an artist.”

Elements of accessibility 
Flower has an album forthcoming and recently released

her first-ever music video, for her latest single “Get What
U Get,” which showcases her energetic performance style
and features a cast of female dancers. But no matter how
poppy her image leans, Flower makes sure to include ele-

ments of classical music in every work she composes.
“Part of the reason why kids and adults don’t under-

stand or care about classical music is because they don’t
recognize it,” she said. “I think that people think that with-
out lyrics, you can’t really understand the music or con-
nect.” But “you can do it in a way that captures them and

then add the element of accessibility, which for me was the
drums, and it makes it almost like you can work out to it,”
she said.  “We just need more of me! More instrumental-
ists,” said Flower, flashing a wide smile. — AFP

In this file photo taken on September 8, 1996 actor Rip Torn
gives the thumbs up as he holds his Emmy Award for
Outstanding Supporting Actor in a Comedy Series for his role
as Arthur on the “The Larry Sanders Show” at the 48th
Annual Primetime Emmy Awards in Pasadena, California.

Chloe Flower, the scene-stealing pianist turning up classical music

Pianist Chloe Flower poses for a portrait in New York City.—  AFP photos

Oscar-nominated actor Rip Torn, best known for
his roles in the cult TV series “The Larry
Sanders Show” and the Hollywood blockbuster

“Men in Black”, died at the age of 88 on Tuesday, his
publicist said. Torn built a reputation as a formidable
actor in film, TV and theater, and was also known for his
volatility-he once admitted he “got angry easily”,
according to The New York Times. “Torn passed away
peacefully this afternoon... at his home in Lakeville,
Connecticut, at the age of 88 with his wife Amy Wright,
and daughters Katie Torn and Angelica Page by his side,”
publicist Rick Miramontez said in a statement.

Born Elmore Rual Torn on February 6, 1931 — the
nickname “Rip” came from his father-he won praise for
his early theater performances, including a Tony nomina-
tion in 1960 for his performance in the Tennessee
Williams play “Sweet Bird of Youth”. He was nominated
for an Oscar for his role in the film “Cross Creek”, losing
out to Jack Nicholson in the supporting actor category at
the 1984 Academy Awards. In the 1990s, Torn was cast in
“The Larry Sanders Show”, a cult comedy series that is
widely considered one of the most influential in the mod-
ern era of television. He played Artie, the producer of a
fictional late-night TV show.—AFP

Rip Torn dead at 88

Twelve American men walked on the Moon between
1969 and 1972, with most describing in great detail
their experiences on the dusty, low-gravity world lit

by the blinding light of the Sun. Here are their impressions,
collected from a series of oral history interviews by NASA
during the 1990s and 2000s, unless otherwise stated.

Right after landing 
“That’s where you experience the most quiet moment a

human being can experience in his lifetime. There’s no
vibration. There’s no noise. The ground quit talking. Your
partner is mesmerized. He can’t say anything. The dust is
gone. It’s a realization, a reality, all of a sudden you have
just landed in another world on another body out there
(somewhere in the) universe, and what you are seeing is
being seen by human beings, human eyes, for the first
time.” Gene Cernan, Apollo 17

Totally black sky 
“We had a few moments to look around, to look up in

the black sky-a totally black sky, even though the Sun is
shining on the surface, it’s not reflected; there’s no diffu-
sion, no reflection-a totally black sky and seeing another
planet: planet Earth ... You think to yourself, just imagine
that millions of people are living on that planet and don’t
realize how fragile it is.” Alan Shepard, Apollo 14

The horizon 
“I was surprised by the apparent closeness of the hori-

zon. I was surprised by the trajectory of dust that you
kicked up with your boot, and I was surprised that even
though logic would have told me that there shouldn’t be
any, there was no dust when you kicked. You never had a
cloud of dust there. That’s a product of having an atmos-
phere, and when you don’t have an atmosphere, you don’t
have any clouds of dust. I was absolutely dumbfounded
when I shut the rocket engine off and the particles that
were going out radially from the bottom of the engine fell
all the way out over the horizon, and when I shut the
engine off, they just raced out over the horizon and instan-
taneously disappeared, you know, just like it had been shut
off for a week. That was remarkable.” Neil Armstrong,
Apollo 11

“There’s a problem on the Moon. Your-with depth per-
ception, because you’re looking at objects you’ve never
seen before, so a big object far away looks very similar to
a smaller object close in. You don’t have any pole-tele-
phone poles or houses or trees or cars to sit and judge
scale like we did... down here on Earth.” Charlie Duke,
Apollo 16

A lazy lope 
“There seems to be no difficulty in moving around-as

we suspected. It’s even perhaps easier than the simulations
of one-sixth g that we performed in the various simula-
tions on the ground. It’s absolutely no trouble to walk
around.” Armstrong to Mission Control shortly after
descending from Apollo 11’s lunar module. 

“I started jogging around a bit, and it felt like I was
moving in slow motion in a lazy lope, often with both of my
feet floating in the air. One of the pure joys of being on the
Moon was our somewhat lightfooted mobility.” Apollo 11’s
Buzz Aldrin in his book “Magnificent Desolation: The Long
Journey Home from the Moon” 

“I would say that balance (while walking) was not diffi-
cult; however, I did some fairly high jumps and found that
there was a tendency to tip over backwards on a high
jump. One time I came close to falling and decided that
was enough of that.” Armstrong during his 1969 technical
debrief.

The gloves 
“The biggest problem is that the gloves are balloons...

to pick something up, you have to squeeze against that
pressure, 3.7 psi... That squeezing against that pressure
causes these forearm muscles to fatigue very rapidly. Just
imagine squeezing a tennis ball continuously for eight
hours or ten hours, and that’s what you’re talking about.”
Harrison Schmitt, Apollo 17

Hardened soil 
“Getting the flagpole to stand in the lunar surface was

more difficult than we anticipated... For the first time a shot
of panic seared through me. Since childhood I had seen
pictures of great explorers planting their flags in their new
worlds. Would I be the first to plant the flag and have it fall
over?” Aldrin in “Magnificent Desolation”

Nasty dust 
“I noticed some of the moon dust on the floor (of the

lunar module). It had a gritty charcoal-like texture to it,
and a pungent metallic smell, something like gunpowder or
the smell in the air after a firecracker has gone off. Neil
described it as having a ‘wet ashes’ smell.” Aldrin in
“Magnificent Desolation”

An epiphany 
“All of a sudden I realized that the molecules of my

body and the spacecraft and my companion were proto-
typed in an ancient generation of stars. And somehow it
suddenly became very personal instead of an objective:
‘Oh, yes. Molecules and atoms were made in those stars.’
No. My molecules were made in those stars, and this was
a ‘wow!’” Edgar Mitchell, Apollo 14. — AFP

Hard soil, big jumps and epiphanies:
What it’s like on the Moon

This undated NASA image obtained February 5, 2016 shows
Astronaut Edgar D Mitchell, Apollo 14 lunar module pilot
standing by the deployed US flag on the lunar surface during
the early moments of the mission’s first spacewalk. — AFP

The historic city of Sheki, located at a short 5-hour
drive from the capital of Azerbaijan - Baku, was
added to UNESCO’s World Heritage List of cultural

sites during the 43rd session of the committee’s meeting.
The opening ceremony of this year’s session was held on
the 30th June in Baku marking the start of the commit-
tee’s work this year. Sheki Khan’s Palace was granted
“enhanced protection” status and inscribed on the
UNESCO World Heritage Tentative List in Need of
Urgent Safeguarding on October 24, 2001 and has now
been recognized by UNESCO heritage site. 

Commenting on the addition, Florian Sengstschmid,
CEO of Azerbaijan Tourism Board, said, “We are honored
that the historic center of Sheki and the palace have
made it to UNESCO’s World Heritage List. Receiving this
recognition will help us showcase Azerbaijan’s rich her-
itage, distinctive culture and unique history to the world
along with the story of the country’s legacy. The city of
Sheki is one of Azerbaijan’s most picturesque towns,
filled with cobbled streets and medieval architecture - a
fresh, idyllic retreat from the vibrant capital. As for the
palace, travellers from all over the world are fascinated
by the craftsmanship and is one of Azerbaijan’s most
prized pieces of historical architecture.”

Set at the foot of the greater Caucasus mountains and
divided in two by the Gurjana River, Sheki is home to the
palace and summer home of the Sheki Khans. A unique
architectural monument of the empire of Khanate, the
Sheki Khans’ Palace was built in 1762 by Huseyn Khan
surrounded by scores of charming chinar trees within the

Khan’s fortress at the top of this appealing Silk Road city.  
The city itself was an important destination on the

Great Silk Road, the ancient web of trade routes linking
the East and West. By the 19th century, Sheki, on the Silk
Road path through Northwest Azerbaijan, was an inter-
national center for silk production. While the older north-
ern part is built in the mountains, its southern part
extends down to the river valley. The ancient art of
‘Shebeke’ which Azerbaijan craftsmen are famous for can
be seen throughout the city especially on the windows of

the Sheki Palace. A mosaic of coloured glass set in wood-
en latticework and assembled without nails or glue are
these stunning examples of artwork. What makes the
Sheki Khan Palace unique is the 5,000 wooden and glass
details of ‘Shebeke’ making it a real visual feast.

UNESCO seeks to encourage the identification, pro-
tection and preservation of cultural and natural heritage
around the world considered to be of outstanding value
to humanity. This is embodied in other UNESCO sites in
Azerbaijan including the Gobustan Rock Art Cultural

Landscape (2007) and the Walled City of Baku with the
Shirvanshah’s Palace and Maiden Tower (2000).
Additionally, the Azerbaijani carpet was proclaimed a
masterpiece of Intangible Heritage by UNESCO. The
National Museum of Carpets in Baku has one of the
largest collections of carpets in the world.

UNESCO inscribes Azerbaijan’s historic Centre of Sheki 
with the Khan’s Palace to the World Heritage Site list


